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Abstract: Demand response is an effective solution for balancing supply and demand in modern energy supply systems. For utility or load aggregators, it is important to accurately target potential consumers to participate in demand response programs to recruit a massive number of users. This is especially important for the invitation-based demand response mode, which is currently often used in China. In this paper, a portrait-based method is proposed to effectively identify potential consumers for different demand response tasks based on historical loads. Eight indicators are proposed to quantify the energy consumption characteristics from different aspects, and an evaluation method is introduced. Then, a selection method based on the K-means clustering algorithm and support vector machine classifiers is proposed. The method is tested under two scenarios, including load shifting and monthly peak shaving. The results show that the proposed method can identify potential users effectively, and the accuracy of the trained classification model exceeds 99.9%. The proposed portrait-based identification method provides an effective way to describe users’ energy consumption characteristics and select potential users effectively, which is very useful for helping the utility or virtual plant with load management.
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1. Introduction

Many countries have attempted to reduce carbon emissions by increasing renewable energy use and decreasing energy demands [1,2]. However, the energy consumption of society continues to increase due to climate change, electrification in buildings, and local development. The integration of renewable energy poses challenges to the grid due to its intermittent and unpredictable nature. On the other hand, an increase in new consumers (i.e., electric vehicles, data centers, etc.) also brings challenges to the grid. All these result in a supply and demand balance issue. This is especially significant during extreme weather events [3,4]. Demand response (DR) can be an effective strategy to alleviate the supply-demand imbalance by encouraging users to change their energy consumption behavior [5].

Demand response has been extensively studied and implemented in many countries, but it remains in the early stages in China. Currently, demand response programs in China are primarily pilot programs mainly implemented by local utilities and are limited to specific users who are invited to participate several days ahead [6,7]. The main objective of these programs is timely relief of high power supply pressure. Therefore, it is significant to accurately select candidates who are well-suited for participating in DR programs. Furthermore, load aggregators and virtual power plants are commonly employed in various
countries to coordinate the distributed resources and address problems related to grid stability and reliability arising from congestion and voltage issues [8]. The economical operation of these entities depends on an effective DR mechanisms, and the selection of building users with high potential for different DR programs is their main concern. Therefore, it is important to develop an effective method to quantify the energy consumption characteristics of buildings and select appropriate DR participants.

Understanding users’ energy consumption characteristics is one key step in assessing their ability to participate in a DR program. One common method is based on load curves of buildings, i.e., load profiling, to identify users’ energy consumption patterns and further estimate their potential for DR [9–11]. To identify potential residential DR participants, daily household load consumption patterns were analyzed [12,13]. To better understand the peak demand behavior and relevant attributes of residential consumers during different periods in a day, a finite mixture of Gaussian distributions was implemented, resulting in ten representative behaviors during the peak time [12]. K-means clustering is often used to generate typical household load profiles [14,15]. The clustering results can be optimized by maximizing in-cluster similarities and between-cluster differences, so users with different consumption patterns can be classified more accurately. Classical optimization methods include well-behaved clustering algorithms, such as ensemble clustering [16] and fuzzy K-means [13], evaluation criterion adjustment for cluster validity, data dimensionality reduction, etc. [17–19]. Methods, such as initializing cluster centers using the particle swarm optimization algorithm [20] or optimizing the similarity calculation rules using dynamic time warping [21], are also used to optimize the clustering results. The influence of energy data granularity on clustering results was investigated, and K-means clustering was proved to be robust to variations in data resolution within a given temporal band [22]. The above research is mainly for single users, but the response capacity of individual users is often limited. Therefore, research has also expanded to the whole community [23]. To select potential users for DR programs through load curves, some studies segmented representative hourly electricity profiles from thousands of users to create a curve dictionary [24,25]. The consumers with relatively high peaks during the peak time were considered to have greater demand response potential [24]. Similarly, clustering methods were used to classify the electricity load profile patterns of several buildings on a campus [26,27]. The electrical consumption patterns of utility users were segmented through the power consumption data, demographics, and previous program enrollment information. The goal was to appropriately choose potential users with similar patterns for DR programs [28]. The daily electricity load from smart meters typically contains 24 or 96 data points, making load profiling computationally intensive due to its high dimensionality and redundancy. To address this challenge, researchers have employed dimensionality reduction methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [29] and feature extraction [30]. Features were defined to describe the daily electricity curve shape [31,32], including ‘peak load’, ‘base load’, ‘rise start time’, ‘high load start time’, and ‘high load finish time’. Additionally, some features were based on the statistical properties and distribution of daily electricity consumption [33,34], including curve shape changes, consumption during off-peak and peak periods, and the slopes of the transitions [34]. Frequency domain analysis can also be used to generate new features, like dominant frequency and amplitude [27,31]. Regardless of the different features or methods used, they all aim to generate representative electricity profiles of consumers. Although obtaining typical load profiles can help the utility to learn typical energy use patterns of buildings, it does not intuitively reflect the demand response potentials of buildings and therefore does not allow for quick targeting of potential users, especially when dealing with different demand response programs. Furthermore, the power utilities or load aggregators usually need to address a massive number of users, and the aforementioned load profiling methods are time- and resource-intensive due to clustering them one by one. Obtaining the portrait of energy consumption users is another viable method to understand consumer characteristics [35,36] and identify potential candidates [37]. The user
portrait first emerged in e-commerce and expanded to diverse industries with big data advances [38]. Its essence is to extract virtual representation labels from real data information of consumers. When it is used in building and energy systems, it can describe users’ energy consumption patterns effectively and reduce the data dimension required for consumer segmentation by clustering. To provide better differentiated service for customers in the electricity market, five features were proposed to obtain an energy user portrait, including the daily electricity consumption, the daily valley-to-peak, the seasonal fluctuation, the electricity arrears rate, and the electricity price sensitivity [39]. Then, K-means was applied to obtain typical electricity user classes, and different marketing strategies were provided accordingly. Similarly, to improve targeted marketing and supply services, a word vector model based on user portraits that reflects the level of electricity cost and power loss of users was proposed to describe the behavior preferences of power user groups [40]. Some scholars also began to apply the user portrait to characterize consumers for DR programs, such as analyzing the power consumption behaviors from electricity risk management [35] and auxiliary load regulations [36]. A user behavior tag library was proposed to obtain typical electricity user classes, and different marketing strategies were provided accordingly. Similarly, to improve targeted marketing and supply services, a word vector model based on user portraits that reflects the level of electricity cost and power loss of users was proposed to describe the behavior preferences of power user groups [40]. Some scholars also began to apply the user portrait to characterize consumers for DR programs, such as analyzing the power consumption behaviors from electricity risk management [35] and auxiliary load regulations [36]. A user behavior tag library was constructed based on the user portrait and K-means clustering to reflect the power consumption behaviors of 2000 industrial and commercial users [35]. The tag library comprised nine indicators (including the contract capacity, the category of electric power consumption, etc.), which were labeled (small/medium/large) and processed numerically for clustering. Typical daily curves obtained from clustering and the distribution of numerical indicators of power load characteristics were applied simultaneously to characterize the user’s electricity behavior at both the user level and the industry level [36]. These indicators represent the user load level, typical peak–valley characteristics, and load development law. A combined daily load curve and user portrait method had been proposed to identify residential users’ adaptability and potential for incentive-based demand response programs [37]. Seven selected features were used to generate hierarchical user portraits. Four preliminary features were used to describe the DR adaptability, including the willingness, the load patterns, the regularity, and the volatility. Peak period details were added for precise user portraits. However, complicated calculations to obtain the user portrait may outweigh its benefits. Many indicators are proposed in the above studies, but mainly focus on the load curve pattern characteristics and are still not sufficient and convenient for potential user selection in DR programs for a large number of users at an urban scale.

In China, the monthly electricity bill of large customers is charged based on both the energy consumption (kWh) and the demand (kW). Therefore, different tariffs for the two charges are introduced by the utility to attract customers to participate in the demand response programs for load shifting and monthly peak shaving [41]. For the energy charge, time-of-use (TOU) tariffs have been designed. Users can shift loads from peak hours to off-peak hours by implementing measures like storage and scheduling to reduce the energy charge. For the demand charge, different prices for the monthly peak demand and the transformer capacity have been designed to guide users to reduce unnecessary expenses incurred by unreasonable power usage behavior or unused power reservations. How to effectively identify potential users to participate in load shifting and monthly peak shaving immediately is challenging [42].

Based on the literature review conducted above, the following research gaps still exist:

1. Typical load curves can be used to characterize the energy use behavior, and they are often used for individual users. However, there may be millions of customers at the city scale, so this approach is limited to target candidates from numerous and diverse consumers due to large consumption tasks. Additionally, it is hard to closely relate load curves to the demand response program directly.

2. Some indicators have been proposed in existing studies. However, they are not sufficient to meet the Chinese electricity market when considering different DR programs, including load shifting and monthly peak shaving. Furthermore, the targeting process is relatively complicated and still relies on typical load curves obtained by clustering.
3. In facing numerous users on an urban scale, an energy-efficient selection method is required to quickly identify the potential building users for different DR programs, which is very important for the utility or the load aggregators.

To fill the above gaps, this study proposes a user energy portrait-based method to identify potential DR consumers for different DR programs. Eight task-oriented portrait features are used to describe consumption characteristics for a large number of building users in urban areas. Clustering based on the proposed portrait features was adopted to identify potential users from existing users, and tagging technology is used to label users’ potential level. Then, a classification model was built based on clustering and tagging results and was used to identify the potential pattern for new users. With this approach, the transmission system operators (TSOs), DR providers, and independent aggregators can directly select qualified users to participate in DR regulation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The method used to identify suitable candidates for DR tasks based on the user portrait is detailed in Section 2. The data information of building users in an urban area of China for testing the method is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the performance of the method is analyzed. In Section 5, potential applications of the method in the future and the results are discussed. The conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

2. Electricity Pattern Characterization and Portrait-Based Identification Method

The proposed method to identify potential users for DR is presented in this section. Portrait features are proposed and detailed implementation steps of the method are introduced in detail.

2.1. Features for User Portrait Description

Eight portrait features are proposed to accurately characterize consumers and assess their potential for participation in various DR tasks. In most cities in China, time-of-use tariffs are implemented to flatten power demand profiles. These tariffs typically divide the day into up to four periods: valley, flat, peak, and critical peak. Four features of the energy consumption ratio during each period were chosen to represent the power consumption proportion during different periods, which are the consumption ratio during the peak period (CRPP), the consumption ratio during the critical peak period (CRCPP), the consumption ratio during the flat period (CRFP), and the consumption ratio during the valley period (CRVP). These indicators can be used to describe users’ energy consumption behavior at different periods. After users’ energy consumption preferences during different periods are determined, their ability for load shifting and peak shaving can be evaluated. In addition, the peak–valley difference rate (PVDR) was proposed to reflect the energy consumption imbalance of demand users.

(1) Energy consumption ratio during the peak period (CRPP): This indicates the energy proportion consumed during the peak period compared to the total energy consumption over the entire analysis period.

\[
\text{CRPP} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{peak}}}{\sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{sum}}} 
\]

where \( P_d \) is a vector containing the energy consumption for an entire day, \( P_{d,\text{peak}} \) is a vector containing the energy consumption during the peak period of a day, \( D \) represents the number of days covered by the collected data, and the subscript \( \text{sum} \) denotes summation.

(2) Energy consumption ratio during the critical peak period (CRCPP): This indicates the energy proportion consumed during the critical peak period compared to the total energy consumption over the entire analysis period.
\[ \text{CRCPP} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{critical peak sum},i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{sum},i}} \]

where \( P_{d,\text{critical peak}} \) is a vector containing the energy data during the critical peak period of a day.

(3) Energy consumption ratio during the flat period (CRFP): This indicates the energy proportion consumed during the flat period compared to the total energy consumption over the entire analysis period.

\[ \text{CRFP} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{flat sum},i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{sum},i}} \]

where \( P_{d,\text{flat}} \) is a vector containing the energy consumption data during the flat period of a day.

(4) Energy consumption ratio during the valley period (CRVP): This indicates the energy proportion consumed during the valley period compared to the total energy consumption over the entire analysis period.

\[ \text{CRVP} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{valley sum},i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{sum},i}} \]

where \( P_{d,\text{valley}} \) is a vector containing the energy consumption data during the valley period of a day.

(5) Peak–valley difference rate (PVDR): This reflects the energy fluctuation during the analysis period. The following equation is an example based on one month.

\[ \text{PVDR} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{max},i} - \sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{min},i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{D} P_{d,\text{ave},i}} \]

where the subscript max, min, and ave denote the maximum, minimum, and average values, respectively.

For monthly peak shaving, three indicators to quantify users’ energy consumption characteristics were proposed to capture the magnitude and time of high demands, aiming to assess the demand reduction potential. They are the peak demand during the analysis period (PD), demand optimization rate for a given response time (DOR), and time required to obtain the expected demand reduction (TREDR). The magnitude is represented by the peak demand and the demand optimization rate. The peak demand denotes the scale of consumers’ energy consumption. The demand optimization rate reflects the degree of the peak demand after monthly peak shaving, with a larger demand optimization rate implying a smaller power reduction rate via peak shaving. The required adjustment time reflects the effort users should pay, which measures the duration used by a certain demand reduction.

(6) Peak demand during the analysis period (PD): This is the scale of energy consumed during the analysis period.

\[ \text{PD} = P_{\text{max}} \]

where \( P \) is a vector containing all energy consumption data during the analysis period.

(7) Demand optimization rate for a given response time (DOR): This represents the ratio of the maximum monthly demand after demand response for a given \( m \) hours compared to the original monthly peak demand.

\[ \text{DOR} = \frac{P_{\text{m}}}{P_{\text{max}}} \]
where $P_{tm}$ is the $(m + 1)$th largest demand value in descending order of all energy consumption data during the analysis period. $m$ can be adjusted for specific DR tasks according to the practical situation.

(8) Time required to obtain the expected demand reduction (TREDR): This reflects the effort users must make to achieve an $n\%$ reduction in maximum demand.

$$TREDR = \sum_{i=1}^{N} V_i, \quad V_i = \begin{cases} 1, & P_i > (1 - n\%) \times P_{\text{max}} \\ 0, & \text{else} \end{cases}$$

where $N$ represents the total number of energy consumption data points during the analysis period. $n$ can be adjusted for specific DR tasks according to the practical situation.

2.2. Methods and Steps to Identify Potential Users for DR

After the indicators are defined and calculated, the process of identifying and classifying the potential users for DR can start, as illustrated in Figure 1. The process consists of four major steps: data collection and preprocessing, user portrait description, clustering and tagging of existing users, and classification and identification of new users. The details of each step are as follows:

**Figure 1.** Steps of the method to identify potential users based on the user portrait.

1. Data collection and preprocessing
The energy-related data mainly includes basic properties, energy consumption, price mechanism, weather data, etc. The energy consumption data are typically recorded by utility companies at intervals of 1 h or less than 1 h. However, the raw energy consumption data often suffer from transmission errors, equipment malfunctions, intentional destruction, and other factors, leading to missing values, anomalous points, mismatched types, etc. [43,44]. It is necessary to preprocess the raw energy consumption data. Key preprocessing steps in this paper include data cleaning and transformation. Major data cleaning processes involve preliminary screening of users, handling missing data, and eliminating outliers. Preliminary screening excludes users with poor data quality. All data of each user are organized in the same format for subsequent analysis.

2. User portrait description

Eight portrait features are selected for load shifting and monthly peak shaving, and are shown in Section 2.1. User portrait features can be described based on the energy consumption data. Five portrait features, including CRPP, CRCPP, CRFP, CRVP, and PVDR, are used to generate the user portrait for load shifting. Three portrait features, including PD, DOR, and TREDR, are used to generate the user portrait for monthly peak shaving.

3. Clustering and tagging of existing users

Clustering is used to identify potential users from existing users for whom energy consumption data was collected during the initial analysis phase. The user portrait feature serves as the input for clustering algorithms. The widely used method of K-means clustering is employed in this paper, considering its advantages of high computational efficiency and clear interpretability. \( k \) represents the preselected number of user clusters. The optimal value of \( k \) can be determined using domain knowledge and auxiliary judgment methods, such as the elbow method and the silhouette coefficient method, and the latter is used in this paper [45,46]. Two clustering processes are conducted to identify potential users for load shifting and monthly peak shaving tasks. The characteristics of each cluster can be obtained through comparative analysis. The potential of different clusters can be determined. Tag technology enables visualization of the DR potential across different user clusters.

4. Classification and identification of new users

After the clustering results and tags are obtained, the classification model can be developed to identify new users. Common classifiers include linear classifiers, decision trees, random forests, etc. Support vector machine (SVM) is chosen for user classification due to its robustness with small sample sizes and its widespread application in classification tasks. It operates by representing data points in high-dimensional space and determining the optimal boundary to separate the data into distinct classes [47]. Two classification models are constructed to assess the users’ potential in different DR programs based on clustering and tagging results in Step 3. The user portrait feature and potential category labels of two DR tasks are set as the input and output of the SVM classifiers.

The performance of the classification model is typically evaluated using metrics such as the accuracy and confusion matrix, as selected by this paper. Accuracy measures the rate of correct predictions, and it is equal to the ratio of the number of correct predictions and the total number of predictions of the classification model. A confusion matrix is a table that provides insights into the classification model’s performance in each category. The category that new users belong to can be identified based on the validated classification model.

3. Users and Energy Consumption Data Introduction

The energy consumption data of urban users collected by a smart meter in a city in China were used to demonstrate the proposed approach for identifying DR potential users. A total of 5864 users were involved, with contracted transformer capacities varying from 4 to 360,000 kVA. The energy consumption data between 1 December 2019 to 15 November 2020 was collected with a time step of one hour. The data include users’ basic properties,
real-time voltage and current of the power system, as well as the price mechanism. Sparse missing values were interpolated linearly based on historical data. Users or dates with extensive missing data were removed. The process of handling outliers involved identification and elimination. Boxplots were employed in this paper to identify extreme outliers. Once identified, outliers were replaced using the same approach applied for missing data imputation. Then, data transformation was conducted by aggregating power data from different meters of one consumer and organizing all data into a uniform format.

Considering the quality issues associated with raw energy consumption data, certain screening principles were established and implemented to filter consumers. The screening process included the following steps:

- **P1**: Exclude users with a transformer contracted capacity of less than 315 kVA. Users with large capacities are of concern, considering the demand response efficiency.
- **P2**: Filter users with insufficient recorded data. Users with data of less than 300 days are removed.
- **P3**: Eliminate users with obvious data quality issues, such as null or zero values exceeding 50% of the total data size.
- **P4**: Remove users with many missing values, specifically those with an average of more than 500 missing data points per meter after statistical analysis.
- **P5**: Exclude users equipped with renewable energy. The energy consumption data of users with renewable energy generation are often negative.

The numbers of users are shown in Figure 2 based on the aforementioned screening criteria. Finally, 1427 consumers were retained with acceptable data quality. Figure 3 displays the distribution of the retained users’ peak demand, ranging from 21.5 kW to 5121.6 kW. The majority have a maximum power of less than 1000 kW, contributing to over 87.7% of the total users. The average maximum power for all the users is 1046.7 kW, which corresponds to 0.88 on the cumulative density function (CDF) curve. This implies that approximately 88% of users have a maximum power lower than the average value.

The distribution of the retained users in different industries is presented in Figure 4. The industry information of 154 users (11% of the 1427 users) is not recorded in the smart meter platform. Of the remaining users, 1% belong to primary industries, 39% belong to secondary industries, 39% belong to tertiary industries, 6% are urban resident users, and 4% are rural resident users. The hourly power consumption of six users from different industries is shown in Figure 5. This shows that the power data of all six users were interrupted from 5 January 2020 to 31 January 2020, which is due to the lockdown of the city during COVID-19. It can be seen that all six users were affected by COVID-19 to different degrees. U3 had lower energy consumption until September because it is a university and did not re-open until the fall semesters of 2021 due to the lockdown and a strict epidemic prevention policy.
The distribution of the retained users in different industries is presented in Figure 4. The industry information of 154 users (11% of the 1427 users) is not recorded in the smart meter platform. Of the remaining users, 1% belong to primary industries, 39% belong to secondary industries, 39% belong to tertiary industries, 6% are urban resident users, and 4% are rural resident users. The hourly power consumption of six users from different industries is shown in Figure 5. This shows that the power data of all six users were interrupted from 5 January 2020 to 31 January 2020, which is due to the lockdown of the city during COVID-19. It can be seen that all six users were affected by COVID-19 to different degrees. U3 had lower energy consumption until September because it is a university and did not re-open until the fall semesters of 2021 due to the lockdown and a strict epidemic prevention policy.

A time-of-use tariff was implemented in the city as shown in Figure 6 [41]. The division of peak, flat, and valley hours can be described as follows: (1) the peak period includes the normal peak period (9 A.M. to 3 P.M.) and critical peak period (from 8 P.M. to 10 P.M.); (2) the flat period spans from 7 A.M. to 9 A.M., 3 P.M. to 8 P.M., and 10 P.M. to 11 P.M.; and (3) the valley period spans from 11 P.M. to 7 A.M. of the next day. It was observed that each segment consists of eight hours. Different heights of rectangles represent the relative charge price. If the price during the flat period is taken as the benchmark, which is 1, the relative prices for critical peak periods, normal peak periods, and valley periods are 1.8, 1.49, and 0.48. It can be seen that the difference is quite large. To calculate the power demand optimization rate (DOR) and the required adjustment time (TREDR), two variables need to be determined, including the expected response time and demand reduction rate. The response time in one month ($m$) was set as 20 h in this paper, which means that the response time is less than 20 h per month. The expected demand reduction percentage ($n$) was assigned as 20%. $m$ and $n$ can be adjusted based on the preference of users or the utility.
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![Figure 6. The time division and time of use tariff in the city.](image)

### 4. Results Analysis

#### 4.1. Potential User Targeting Results for Load Shifting

The selection results of users with load shifting potential are introduced in this part. Considering the correlation between CRPP and PVDR, only CRPP and CRVP were selected as clustering features after trying different combinations. The optimal $k$ was set to 3, due to the energy consumption preferences of users. The clustering results and the distribution of the remaining features for identifying potential users are displayed in Figure 7. In Figure 7a, three clusters (C1, C2, and C3) are depicted, with 544 consumers in C1, 795 consumers in C2, and 88 consumers in C3. Users in C1 show higher CRPP values and lower CRVP values compared to users in the other clusters, so they use more energy during the peak hours than during valley hours. Conversely, users in C3 exhibit opposite behaviors, with higher CRVP values and lower CRPP values, indicating a preference for energy consumption during the valley hours. Users in C2 demonstrate moderate values for both CRPP and CRVP, indicating comparable energy usage between peak and valley periods. Figure 7b shows that some users in C1 exhibit higher energy consumption rates during critical peak periods. TSOs and other DR providers should prioritize attention to these users, particularly those with CRCPP values over 0.25, to alleviate power supply pressure during critical peak periods. In Figure 7c, the values of CRFP for C1, C2, and C3 are primarily distributed within the ranges of [0.36, 0.42], [0.33, 0.38], and [0.26, 0.31], respectively. This suggests that users with higher energy usage during peak periods are also more likely to consume during flat periods. Additionally, as shown in Figure 7d, the values of PVDR for C1 and C3 are generally higher than those for C2, with some users in C1 and C3 exhibiting significant
energy consumption imbalances. This indicates a substantial potential for these users to respond to DR measures. In summary, clusters C1, C2, and C3 can be categorized as ‘peak period preference’, ‘peak valley balance’, and ‘valley period preference’, respectively. According to the identification results, the local utility or load aggregators can identify consumers with different categories for load shifting.

Figure 7. Clustering results and feature distribution for targeting potential users of load shifting. To validate the effectiveness of clustering and tagging, the user U3, which was randomly selected from cluster C1 labeled as ‘peak period preference’, was analyzed. U3’s daily load curves from 1 December 2019 to 15 November 2020 are shown in Figure 8. The thin gray lines depict the actual load curve for each day, while the thick red line represents the average load curve. The shape of the curves shows that the energy consumption of U3 is high from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., consistent with the peak periods in the TOU tariff. This confirms the accuracy and effectiveness of the targeting results for potential users of load shifting.
To validate the effectiveness of clustering and tagging, the user U3, which was randomly selected from cluster C1 labeled as ‘peak period preference’, was analyzed. U3’s daily load curves from 1 December 2019 to 15 November 2020 are shown in Figure 8. The thin gray lines depict the actual load curve for each day, while the thick red line represents the average load curve. The shape of the curves shows that the energy consumption of U3 is high from 9 A.M. to 2 P.M. and 8 P.M. to 10 P.M., consistent with the peak periods in the TOU tariff. This confirms the accuracy and effectiveness of the targeting results for potential users of load shifting.

4.2. Potential User Targeting Results for Monthly Peak Shaving

To mitigate the influence of the correlation between PD and DOR on the analysis results, DOR and TREDR were selected as the clustering features to identify potential users with monthly peak shaving. To determine the optimal number of clusters, silhouette scores were computed based on the Euclidean distance [48] with different $k$ values. The $k$ value spans from 2 to 12. The highest silhouette score was achieved when $k$ is 4, which means that the best cluster for the users is 4.

The clustering results and feature distribution for identifying potential users of monthly peak shaving are shown in Figure 9. There are 869 (60.9%), 470 (32.9%), 75 (5.3%), and 13 (0.9%) consumers in clusters S1, S2, S3, and S4, respectively. Users in S2 and S3 have relatively small TREDR values, indicating that they require less time to achieve a 20% optimization rate of monthly peak demand. Additionally, users in S2 have a larger DOR than those in S3, suggesting that users in S3 can achieve a higher demand reduction rate compared to those in S2 when the response time lasts for 20 h for one month. On the other hand, users in S1 and S4 have larger TREDR values, indicating that they need more time to achieve the same optimization rate compared to S2 and S3. In particular, the time required for users in S4 is so long that it would affect the users significantly. Moreover, the DOR values of S1 and S4 are greater than those of the other two clusters, which means that users in S1 and S4 have lower demand reduction rates, suggesting that they require disproportionate effort to achieve significant results. The distribution of the peak demand for users in different categories is shown in Figure 9b, and it varies significantly. Some users in S1 have a maximum power of over 10,000 kW. This indicates that these users can obtain a substantial absolute demand reduction in a given time, which is still meaningful for relieving stress on power systems. In summary, the descending order of monthly peak shaving potential for different clusters is S3, S2, S1, and S4. These clusters can be labeled as ‘optimal for monthly peak shaving’ (S3), ‘suboptimal for monthly peak shaving’ (S2), ‘conditional for monthly peak shaving’ (S1), and ‘weak for monthly peak shaving’ (S4). By considering these potential differences, TSOs can prioritize users for monthly peak shaving, which can help improve the overall reliability of the grid.
4.3. Identification

Results of the Classification Model

Two SVM classification models were constructed to identify the potential categories for load shifting and monthly peak shaving of new users. To ensure the robustness of the training model, the dataset was shuffled before splitting. The training and testing samples used to validate the model were divided with a ratio of 7:3. Then, the model parameters were determined through a 3-fold cross-validation to mitigate the risk of overfitting. The accuracy results of the two classification models are displayed in Table 1, indicating that the accuracy of both classification models exceeds 99% in both the training and testing samples. The confusion matrix is depicted in Figure 11. It shows that only a very limited number of consumers (1 and 2) are miscategorized by the load shifting classification model in C1 and C2. For the monthly peak shaving scenario, the model also has very few (1 and 2) misclassifications for S2 and S3, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that the classification model exhibits good performance for identifying potential DR consumers.

Figure 9. Clustering results and PD distribution for targeting potential users of monthly peak shaving.

A representative user, U5 from S3 with ‘the optimal potential for monthly peak shaving’, was selected to analyze its economic benefits resulting from a 20% reduction in monthly peak demand. The response time required each month to achieve the desired demand reduction rate is illustrated in Figure 10, and ranges from 1 to 28 h. The response time required for February is excluded because the energy consumption data are abnormal due to the production shutdown during COVID-19. In most months, the typical user only requires 1 to 4 h of response time, leading to savings of 15,420 to 36,435 CNY for the demand charge in electricity bills, based on a demand price of 38 CNY/kW. The savings will increase with higher pricing scenarios. The yearly total demand cost saving is 229,500 CNY, which is quite attractive by only adjusting the energy behavior in very limited hours.

Figure 10. Response time required and economic benefits obtained for a typical user in S3 under the 20% monthly peak demand reduction.
4.3. Identification Results of the Classification Model

Two SVM classification models were constructed to identify the potential categories for load shifting and monthly peak shaving of new users. To ensure the robustness of the training model, the dataset was shuffled before splitting. The training and testing samples used to validate the model were divided with a ratio of 7:3. Then, the model parameters were determined through a 3-fold cross-validation to mitigate the risk of overfitting. The accuracy results of the two classification models are displayed in Table 1, indicating that the accuracy of both classification models exceeds 99% in both the training and testing samples. The confusion matrix is depicted in Figure 11. It shows that only a very limited number of consumers (1 and 2) are miscategorized by the load shifting classification model in C1 and C2. For the monthly peak shaving scenario, the model also has very few (1 and 2) misclassifications for S2 and S3, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that the classification model exhibits good performance for identifying potential DR consumers.

Table 1. The accuracy of the two classification models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Accuracy for Classifying Load Shifting Potentials</th>
<th>Accuracy for Classifying Monthly Peak Shaving Potentials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train set</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test set</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 11](image)  
Figure 11. The confusion matrix of the test set of the two classification models: (a) load shifting and (b) monthly peak shaving.

5. Discussion

User clusters with different energy consumption patterns and optimization potential levels were obtained using the clustering and tagging technology in this paper. Users labeled as ‘peak period preference’ consume high energy during the peak period, and have considerable potential to participate in load shifting and shaving. When the price of energy storage such as batteries is reasonable and the time-of-use tariff is attractive, energy storage can be installed. The users can benefit from lower bills and the stress of peak energy demand can be alleviated for the utility.

User clusters labeled as ‘optimal for monthly peak shaving’, ‘suboptimal for monthly peak shaving’, and ‘conditional for monthly peak shaving’ have the potential for monthly peak demand. In the long run, the utility can motivate users in these clusters to decrease their peak demand by implementing incentive-based DR programs. For instance, consumers are encouraged to use energy storage technology or control flexible loads to transfer or reduce peak demand, resulting in a reduction of monthly demand charges. In addition, when the peaks of these users occur simultaneously with the peak of the grid, the peak demand of the grid can be reduced and the need for plant expansion can be deferred.
In this paper, users are identified based on their historical loads without considering production or work schedules. When they change their energy patterns, generally the work schedule or production process of users is affected, which is not considered in this paper. The energy data used in this study were collected with one-hour granularity. In practice, the data granularity can be one hour or less. The data length for load shifting can be adjusted depending on the specific evaluation task, while the data length for monthly peak shaving should be at least one month. An accurate evaluation of the benefits should be based on an in-depth investigation of the user’s energy consumption details, which will be considered at the next stage.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a novel approach utilizing user portraits, clustering, tag technology, and classification methods to identify potential user clusters for demand response tasks. Eight portrait features are proposed to quantify users’ energy consumption characteristics. K-means clustering and SVM classification are used to identify users with varying optimization potential. The method is tested with energy consumption data from a city in China. Key conclusions include:

1. The eight selected portrait features can effectively characterize user patterns and are suitable for main demand response programs like load shifting and monthly peak shaving at an urban scale.

2. Potential users for load shifting can be quickly and efficiently identified using five portrait features and clustering them into three clusters: ‘peak period preference’, ‘peak valley balance’, and ‘valley period preference’. In this study, 554 of 1427 consumers have strong load shift potential.

3. Potential users for monthly peak shaving can be identified using three portrait features, clustered into four categories for monthly peak shaving: ‘optimal’, ‘suboptimal’, ‘conditional’, and ‘weak’. Of these, 75 and 470 users are identified as ‘the optimal’ and ‘the suboptimal’ for monthly peak shaving, respectively. These users can receive larger reductions in electricity bills, with annual savings of 229,500 CNY after a few dozen hours of response.

4. The classification model accurately identifies the potential level of new users with around a 99% accuracy, assisting utilities in identifying users without tags.

This method provides a rapid and precise way to identify suitable users for DR programs, aiding TSOs in enhancing the grid reliability, load aggregators in selecting potential users and improving their benefits, and users in optimizing energy consumption and reducing energy costs.
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